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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Unmutedco Revolutionizes Minority Start-ups and Businesses with 

Launch of UnmutedAI Virtual Consultant Group 

Atlanta, GA - Unmutedco, a leading technology solutions provider, is thrilled to announce the launch of its 

groundbreaking UnmutedAI Virtual Consultant Group. Comprising over 100 highly skilled, college-educated AI 

professionals with industry expertise, the group is specifically trained to stimulate, stabilize, and increase 

profitability for minority-owned start-ups and businesses. The UnmutedAI Virtual Consultant Group will leverage 

cutting-edge artificial intelligence algorithms and deep industry knowledge to provide tailored recommendations 

and strategies, empowering black and brown entrepreneurs to thrive in today's competitive business landscape.  

 

Through the UnmutedAI Virtual Consultant Group, Unmutedco aims to address the unique challenges faced by 

minority-owned start-ups and businesses. With a focus on stimulating innovative ideas, stabilizing operations, and 

driving revenue growth, UnmutedAI consultants bring a wealth of expertise from diverse industries such as 

finance, media, technology, marketing, and supply chain management. Their profound understanding of the 

intricacies and barriers encountered by minority entrepreneurs positions them perfectly to provide comprehensive 

support and guidance.  

 

"We are incredibly excited to introduce the UnmutedAI Virtual Consultant Group, a transformative solution tailored 

to empower minority-owned businesses," said Alex Haynes, Managing Partner at Unmutedco. "By combining 

advanced AI technologies with the deep industry knowledge and expertise of our consultants, we are confident in 

our ability to drive sustainable growth and profitability for our clients."  

 

UnmutedAI's cutting-edge AI algorithms will leverage data-driven insights to deliver actionable recommendations 

on various aspects, including product development, market entry strategies, customer acquisition, operational 

efficiency, and financial management. As a result, black and brown entrepreneurs can trust the UnmutedAI Virtual 

Consultant Group to provide them with the competitive advantage needed to navigate the dynamic and ever-

evolving business landscape successfully.  

 

In support of this initiative, Unmutedco has committed substantial resources to curate and train a team of 

accomplished AI professionals. Each consultant possesses a strong academic background and a demonstrated 

ability to employ AI technologies effectively. UnmutedAI consultants undergo rigorous training to ensure they are 

equipped with the skills and knowledge necessary to provide exceptional service to their clients.  

 

Unmutedco invites minority-owned start-ups and businesses to explore the possibilities offered by the UnmutedAI 

Virtual Consultant Group. Together, we can unlock the full potential of your business.  

 

 

### ABOUT UNMUTEDCO. 

UnmutedCo. is an emergent media and entertainment services boutique.  The UnmutedCo. offers professional 

services for businesses and brands, micro-ed training and skill development programs and is home to Unmuted 

News & Entertainment.   

With decades of experience, the creators of UnmutedCo. understand the need to fuse the worlds of legacy and 

new media.  We strive to connect passionate, savvy and unique professionals to brands and service offerings that 

align with their lifestyles.  
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Note to editors: High-resolution images and interviews with company executives are available upon request. 


